Co-sponsored with the Department of Anthropology

Symposium

LAW and ORDER in EGYPT

Moderator: Talal Asad (Anthropology, CUNY Graduate Center)

10:30-1:30
Amr Shalakany (Harvard Law School) "Sexual Rites/Human Rights: Towards a Postcolonial Agenda"

Mohammed Tabishat (Middle Eastern Studies, NYU) "Shaikhs and Doctors: The Debate on Organ Transplantation in the Egyptian Press"

Hussein Agrama (Anthropology, Johns Hopkins University) "Justice between Civil Law and Islamic Shari'a: Remarks on the Egyptian Context"

Lunch Break

2:30 – 4:00
Elliott Colla (Comparative Literature, Brown University) "Criminal Fiction: The Early Egyptian Novel and the Law"

Beth Baron (History, CUNY Graduate Center) "Honor and the State: Evidence from Egypt"

4:00-4:30
Discussion/Wrap-up

5:00-8:30
Reception for Photo Exhibit by Ayame Mizutome “CAIRO – ROAD 9.” History Department lounge (Room 5114)
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Room 9204